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An initiative by

From 
The 

Principal’s 
Desk!

DPS, Nashik organised 'Seva The entire staff was 
Diwas' to thank the support staff applauded for their love and 
members who work for the sincerity towards the students as 
housekeeping, maintenance and well as the school. They enjoyed 
transport department. a splendid meal and their 

Our Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt beaming faces reflected their 
felicitated the staff and conveyed contentment. 
sincere thanks on behalf of the The support staff was 
Pro Vice-Chairman Mr. Pradeep overwhelmed with the 
Rajgarhia. appreciation they received.

Sewa Diwas: 
Appreciating 
The Helpers

THE amalgamation of October, November and 
December 2018 bore fruition wherein Dipsites 
reaped the fruits of their efforts by winning 
accolades at various competitions – sporting and 
non-sporting. 

They have been at center stage attending inter 
DPS competitions and workshops. The students 
have garnered exposure at the District, State and 
National levels, bonding with students from other 
DPSs. They have been exposed to multi-cultural 
events which proved to be hands on learning 
experiences and resulting in a positive learning 
curve. Celebration of the different festivals 
showcased the Indian rituals and rich heritage 
amongst the students.

 The kindergarten beautifully and energetically 
displayed their academic prowess through the 
culmination of 'Theme Assembly' based on their 
curriculum. 

As a DPS Nashik ritual Pre Nursery students 
displayed their learning of 100 Days at the school 
through dance and drama which is imparted to 
them by the teachers in a play way method.            

This year we had 12 annual functions with 
varied themes in which every student from the 
class participated in the function in one or the 
other form. 
The themes were based on different genre taking 
a rich cultural past imbibing it to the present for a 
futuristic approach. 
Let us ring out the old and ring in the new with a 
more collaborative outlook, with a positive 
thought process and partner to give the best to 
our students.
Wishing you all a Happy, Healthy and Harmonious 
New Year!

Regards,
 Dr. Pushpy Dutt

Principal
Delhi Public School, Nashik

 >

THE toddlers of Prep and Nursery 
of Delhi Public School Nashik 
culminated their ongoing theme 
with a display of various activities 
with loads of enthusiasm and 
confidence in front of their tenet that every child is an 
parents. achiever by ensuring the 

They presented information in participation of each and every 
multiple ways which is a part of learner. 
theme based holistic education. It Chief Guest Dr. Anita Merani a 
keeps the learners engaged, fires renowned fitness expert and 
their curiosity and gives them a cosmetologist graced the 
platform to realize their potential occasion along with Principal Dr. 
and explore their talents. Pushpy Dutt and Director Mr. 

The Theme Assembly was a Siddharth Rajgarhia. The 
step in this direction. It shares the dignitaries were spell bound by 
teaching-learning processes with the performances of the little 
the parents and reinforces the ones.

The Theme Assembly At DPS
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HAPPY Children's day hymn was all around the corners 
of Delhi Public School, Nashik. Children were thrilled to 
see their teachers perform in their assembly like one of 
them. 

Teachers conducted the assembly as the children 
would present their roles. Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt 
delivered a beautiful and informative speech on Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru and his love for children which 
eventually made his birthday celebrated as Children's 
day in India. 

She narrated the entire speech as a child would 
orate. All the Children laughed and giggled to their best, 
at the same time gathered the information provided. 

Children had a fun time answering to the quiz, rolling 
on tongue twisters, listening to beautiful poetries and 
cake cutting. At the end Principal extended a happy note 
to the children by granting them an extra play time for 
the day and also mentioned school days are the best 
days in a Child's life.

LORD Ganesha arrives every year with a lot of happiness and 
departs with abundant blessings. At DPS, Nashik, Ganesh Utsav 
was celebrated with a lot of zeal and zest like every year.

The Lord was welcomed in traditional dholpathak style. 
Ganesh sthapana on Chaturthi was done by the Director, Mr. 
Siddharth Rajgarhia and his family. 

The eco-friendly Ganesha idol was prepared by the school's 
Art teachers and students. Each Grade performed the Ganesh 
Aarti and offered 
prasad to the Lord 
of Wisdom on 
different days. 
These ceremonies 
brought the 
students together 
for prayers wherein 
the Principal, Dr. 
Pushpy Dutt 
spread the 
message that 
everyone should 
seek blessings from 
Lord Ganesha to 
become a better human being. Shri Bhausaheb Gite and his wife, 
members of Grampanchayat, Manori, were welcomed as guests 
on 22nd September 2018. 

Mahaprasad was organised for all the teachers and support 
staff of the school. Many activities including one-minute games 
and musical chairs were conducted by Ms. Charul Verma and Ms. 
Nishita Majithia, which added to the fun and frolic. 

To bid Ganesha an eco-friendly goodbye, Visarjan was done in 
the school campus. The students also pledged to protect mother 
Earth. 
This eleven-day-long celebration was indeed a break from the 
monotonous routine, which refreshed and energised the school 
students and staff.

Remembering The Gandhian Principles
2nd October is declared as an International Determination. Through this initiative, the 
Day of Non-Violence by the United Nations students would also be able to learn the 
General Assembly. art of spinning Charkha for concentration, 

At Delhi Public School, Nashik, the inner peace and to embrace the Khadi 
'Mahatma Gandhi Centre for Value cloth as an honourable attire, it being the 
Learning' was inaugurated on 1st October pride of each Indian.
2018 by the Gram Panchayat members of On this Gandhi Jayanti, students of 
Manori village. Grade 10 of Delhi Public School, Nashik 

This great initiative was put to reality by donated books, played group games and 
our Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt to develop a spread awareness about cleanliness 
centre for value learning wherein the amongst the students of Zilla Parishad 
students will imbibe the core values of School, Manori and Talegaon. 
Character Building, Progressive Thinking, We hope to spread the message of peace, 
Respect, Responsibility, Perseverance, truth and non-violence across the globe 
Ambition, Confidence, Integrity and through this initiative.

Ganesh Festivities take Centre-Stage

Happy Children's Day At DPS
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THE first day of the school in a tot's life is growth and achievement of the tiny tots. themselves before the audience on the 
very precious for the parents and The little ones marked this special day stage. 
teachers. To celebrate the first beautiful with beautiful presentations starting with Director Mr. Siddharth Rajgarhia, 
100 days of school Delhi Public School seven creations of God, life cycle of a Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt and the Chief 
Nashik holds a mega event for the cute butterfly and flowers of 12 different Guest Ms. Varsha Pichaya, a prominent 
bundle of joys each year. countries. practicing lawyer of the city were amazed 

The 100 days of pre nursery is a special Master and Miss DPS from each class and thrilled to see their performances. It 
opportunity to reflect upon and celebrate of pre nursery were announced and these was a day full of fun and frolic for the tots 
major milestone representing progress, tiny tots very confidently presented and their teachers.

100 Days 
Celebration 

At DPS

THE most awaited innovations and displayed their products, students danced and swayed to the lively 
adventurous annual event of few of them showed their marvellous beats. 

Delhi Public School, Nashik – marketing skills. The 3 best groups were It was indeed a task for the teachers to 
Moonlight Hunt ensued for the announced and awarded. coerce them to leave the dance floor and 

consecutive 4th year. Later, as part of the Master Chef head back to their rooms. The hot 
450 students of grade VI to VIII activity, the children cooked their meals Bournvita milk and bananas cast its 

participated in the night camping on the chulas in groups along with their soothing spell and put them to sound 
event. The Children were very teachers and enjoyed their mouth- sleep.

enthusiast to participate in each and watering preparations. The students enjoyed their independence 
every activity. The activity honed collaboration and and time away from home as they were 

The activity began with naming their spirit of team building in the children. kept gainfully engaged with a variety of 
groups followed by the tinkering activity Under the Moonlight, cool breeze and fun filled and supervised adventurous 
which was put up by the Principal Dr. starlit skies children enjoyed the night activities. 
Pushpy Dutt. The activity was aimed to trek with their classmates. After the trek It was a home away from home for 
inculcate in the children the skills of children showcased their talents through them. Next Morning it was time to bid 
scientific temperament and dancing, singing, drumming and mimicry. bye where happy faces of the children 
entrepreneurship. The highlight of the evening was the was a mark of satisfaction for the entire 

Children came up with exceptional groovy, foot tapping music where team of DPS.

Moonlight Hunt – Night Camping In DPS
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THE U-17 DSO Cricket Tournament held emerged victorious in the final against 
at DPS, Nashik saw many cricket stars Talegaon, winning the match by 30 
gearing up to display their batting, runs. 
balling and wicket-keeping skills. DPS Captain Ansh Dhoot was well 

DPS won the first match against Vani supported by Ankit Boraste, Yash 
by ten wickets. They also won the Sumbe and Hriday Ruparel in achieving 
second match against Khedgaon by 27 the feat. DPS girls' team also qualified 
runs and entered the finals. DPS team for the District Level Tournament.

DPSites Achievements DPSites are making waves 
across different sporting 

events. The management, 
principal, teachers, staff 

and the entire DPS, Nashik 
family is proud of our 
young achievers, and 

extend their best wishes 
and congratulate them on 

their stupendous feat.

DPS, Nashik's Winning Streak 
In DSO Cricket Tournament

DPS, Nashik's 
Swimming 
Sensations

DPS, Nashik's U-14 girls' 
team consisting of Rishika 
Dollin, Saumyaa Gupta, 
Neha Wahval and Sharvani 
Darvekar secured 1st 
position in the 4 X 100 
Medley Relay organised on 
17th September 2018. The 
team has been selected for 
the D.S.O. State Level 
Competition.

THE D.S.O. Inter-school 
Table-Tennis District 
Level Tournament took 
place at Jalgaon on 24th 
September 2018. DPS, 
Nashik's U-14 Girls' team 
raced to the top and got 
selected for the Division 
Level. 

The team includes 
Smiram Kaur (7th), 
Anjika Badakh (8th) and 
Anushka Dasgupta (8th). 

Table Tennis Stars 
Go For The Winning Shot

TCS is among the top three IT services brands 
globally. TCS IT Wiz, a 'Smart Classroom,' builds 
resilience, broadens the global view of the IT industry 
and helps the students put together a holistic 
perspective. 

This year, 400 teams participated in the event 
from different schools across Mumbai and Nashik, 
from which only six teams were selected in the final 
round. DPS, Nashik's students gave an excellent 
performance in the preliminary round. 
Harsh Sharma and Sanskar Jaiswal from Grade XII 
were selected in the final 6 teams out of 400 teams. 
The team secured the 3rd position in the final round. 

The students were appreciated for their 
outstanding performance by the Quiz Master Mr. Giri 
Balsubramaniam.

DPS, Nashik Stands 
3rd In TCS IT Wiz 2018
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DPS, Nashik's swimmers displayed extraordinary 
performance in the C.B.S.E. Zonal Level Swimming 
Competition organised at Akshara International School, 
Karnataka. 

Krishna Gadakh (9th) secured a gold medal in 200 mts 
Freestyle and 1500 Mtr Freestyle. He also bagged a silver 
medal in 200 mts Butterfly Stroke, 400 mts Freestyle and 
100 mts Freestyle. He got selected for the C.B.S.E. 
National Level Swimming Competition.

Our another swimming star Rujula Kulkarni (5th) 
secured a gold medal in 50 Mtr Freestyle and 50 Mtr 
Breast Stroke as well as a silver medal in 100 Mtr 
Freestyle. She, too, got selected for the C.B.S.E. National 
Level Swimming Competition.

DPS's Aqua-Stars Bring 
Home Gold And Silver

U-17 DSO Girls Cricket Tournament was held at Sambhaji 
Stadium. Total six teams from Nashik District competed to reach 
the top. DPS, Nashik won the finals by eight wickets and 
qualified for the Division Level.

DPS, Nashik's team won the first match against Yeola Taluka 
by 26 runs and entered the final. The team defeated the 
previous champions Niphad by 8 wickets in the final match. 

The star performers of the tournament were Captain Kshipra 
Mandlecha, Ananya Salunkhe, Aditi Rane and Shruti Boraste.

DPS, Nashik Girls' Team Triumphs 
At The DSO Cricket Tournament

DPS, Nashik's U-14 Relay Boys' team got selected for the 
State Level, which was held between 13th to 17th October 
2018. Nashik secured the fourth rank in the State Meet. 
The winning team includes Pranav Uphadye, Swaroop 
Sahoo, Adeshwar Chajjed and Divenash Agarwal. They were 
trained by Mr. Satyanarayan. B and Mr. Bala Govind. 

Relay Racers Speed 
Up To The Finishing Line

Tanmay Katiyaar of DPS, 
Nashik participated in the 
Open District Level Galaxy 
Skating Championship Trophy 
organised at Nashik on 12th 
August 2018. He bagged a Gold 
medal in the U-8 category.

Tanmay Katiyar 
Secures Gold In The 

Skating 
Championship

DPS, Nashik's Anjika Badak (VIII), Simaran Kaur (VII) and 
Anushka Dasgupta (VIII) demonstrated their mettle in the 
D.S.O. Table Tennis Division Level Tournament, organised at 
Shri Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Jilha Krida Sankul, Jalgaon. 
The team, under the guidance of the Team Manager- Sneha 
Rane secured 2nd position in the U-14 Girls category.

Terrific Rally By Our 
Table Tennis Champions
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DPS Nashik's U-14 Girls Swimming Team swam the Winning Lap 
and secured the 1st position at the D.S.O. Division Level 
Swimming Competition. 

Rishika Dollin, Neha Wavhal, Shravani Darvekar and Saumya 
Gupta were the proud winners who got selected for the State 
Level which was be held at the NIT Swimming Pool, Nagpur from 
1st to 5th October 2018. 

The accomplishing girls were coached by Ms. Sneha Rane.

DPS, Nashik's Girls' Cricket team won the final of U-17 
Division Cricket Tournament by 8 wickets. The match 
held on 1st November 2018.

The team has been selected for the State Level. Eight 
teams had participated in the tournament. It was a 
proud moment for the team coach Mr. Atul Gosavi to 
see the girls win the final breath-taking match.

Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt congratulated the entire 
team for their stupendous performance. She also 
motivated them to keep up the excellent game.

SWIMMING Federation of India organized the very 1st National 
Sea Swimming Tournament on 25th November 2018 at Vengurla in 
Sindhudurg District of Maharashtra. 

Ms. Aarya Bodke a venturous swimmer of Grade V from Delhi 
Pubic School, Nashik clutches the 2nd position in the open water 
sea swimming competition amongst the 750 participants.

It was a proud moment for her swimming coach Mr. Sanket 
Kansara, Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt and entire team of Delhi Public 
School, Nashik. Aarya was congratulated for achieving this feet.

THE Central Board of excelled his performance by 
Secondary Education (CBSE) securing 3rd position in 1500 
organized an Inter school mts freestyle and 3rd position 

 sports and games competition. in 400 mts freestyle and 1st
The competition was held at position in 200 mts butterfly. 
Delhi Public School, Ranchi This is a proud moment for 
from 22 November 2018 to 26 the entire fraternity of Delhi 
November 2018. Public School, Nashik. The 

Master Krishna Gadakh a principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt 
salient swimmer of Delhi Public congratulated the champion 
school of Grade 9 participated and wished him success in his 
in the competition where he future endeavours.

Super Swimmer of 
Delhi Public School, Nashik

DPS, Nashik Girls Win The 
U-17 Cricket Tournament

RUJULA Kulkarni from grade V of Delhi Public School 
Nashik holds 3rd position in 50 mts freestyle in the 
CBSE games and sports competition held at DPS, 
Ranchi; while Krishna Gadak grabs the Bronze. Rujula 
Kulkarni makes the entire school proud by capturing 
another feather in her achievements. The entire team 
of Delhi Public School, Nashik wishes both of them all 
the success for their future.

Medal Winners At CBSE Games 
And Sports Competition

DPS Bags 
The National 
Swimming 

Championship

U-14 Girls win the 1st Position in 
DSO Divisional Level Swimming
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THERE are about 8.7 types of technology and scientific thinking 
species of living organisms and innovation.
discovered till date. Out of these 8.7 Techfest usually hosts topics like 
million species, human beings are by artificial intelligence, virtual world 
far the most civilized and developed and many more such topics that 
species but do you know why we would help us to lead our life more 
human beings are more developed comfortably.
than other organisms? The answer Techfest not only arranges 
to this question is great discoveries, programme on technology and 
extraordinary inventions, upgrade of innovation but also arranges 
technology and most important that workshops on social issues faced by 
how to use our resources to make a the people of India and world. 
more valuable thing. Techfest had set up many workshops 

Techfest contributes a lot in on topics like recycling, self-defense 
upgrading our technologies, and and more.
how to invent something useful. There are many famous 
Techfest is the Asia's largest science personalities who have made 
and technology festival. And this appearances in Techfest like Sophia 
event is organized by the student the robot, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, 
community of IIT Bombay. This Manohar Parrikar and Michael 
fabulous event was born on 1998 Scandal.
with a motto of promoting Aditya Kumar, 8-C> 

Mother
OH! Mother you are my inspiration,
The teacher of next generation.
This world  of mine is here
Which experiences  your love and care.
I know God cannot be everywhere
So, he made a creation so fair.

Aditya Singh, 7-D> 

some species of animals. Now think of a 
world without wildlife. Can you imagine? 
It will adversely affect on our food, water 
and soon on our health, which would CAN you think of a World without the There are several other reasons that 
one day bring an end to the human life wildlife? When there would be no birds can affect and bring an end to the 
too! in the cool air, no cows in the villages wildlife.

So, we should give our best to stop and no friendly pets like cats and dogs. The Living Planet Report 2016 recently 
and prevent such a thing from happening Even if we know that our pets are not said that about 60% of the world's fish, 
so that we can save our future. a part of the wildlife but if the wildlife birds, mammals, amphibians and reptiles 

“Wildlife is a part of our family by ends, so will the life of our pets. Recently have been wiped out over past 4 
which we are able to survive or we are of a movie named “2.0” was released which decades due to human selfishness, 
no use if we don't save them.”also gives the message that the mobile experiments and over expectations. 

Karan Shinde, 6-Dradiations are dangerous for the birds. This has resulted in the extinction of > 

Wildlife Endangered

Techfest

THIS book is based on a true incident 
which took place in Narayanpur in 1942 
during Quit India Movement. The 
Narayanpur Incident presents an 
intriguing account of a turbulent 
situation that shook the peaceful town 

two school going kids who find sleepy little hamlet which has been of Narayanpur. 
themselves in sticky situation. completely unaffected by the Summary of the book Gandhiji warns 

With their schools closed down and turbulence in the country. the British to quit India on 8th August 
their father was in jail, they didn't know But Narayanpur is setting 1942. The very next day, Gandhiji and 
how to deal with this situation. within and it all erupts at once when a some of the prominent leaders were put 

Their courageous brother, Mohan, group of children dare to confront the in jail. The country people rose in 
goes underground and soon the rest of police.protest officially starting the Quit India 
the family moves to Narayanpur, a Pranjal Kalamkar, VI-Cmovement of 1942. Babu and Manju are > 

The Narayanpur Incident; 
By Shashi Deshpande

Book Review
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Annual 
Day 

Celebration 
At DPS, 
Nashik

DPS, Nashik celebrated its Sixth Annual the lighting of the Ceremonial lamp by personality. The Chief Guest Mrs. 
Day “Ujjaas” on Sunday, the 9th the Hon'ble Chief Guest, Mrs. Niharika Niharika Nigam was superlative in her 
December 2018 amidst great zest, Nigam escorted by the dignitaries and appreciation of the students, teachers 
vibrancy and elation. the Principal, Dr. Pushpy Dutt. and management for a classic 

Annual function is the most The Cultural programme was based on programme presented. 
important event in the school calendar. the theme “Zodiac – The Belt of Life”. She stated that she felt highly 
The event wasan enterprise of Grade X Each zodiac sign is ruled by an element: honored and elated to have visited DPS 
students. water, fire, earth, or air. Nashik. She lauded the vision and the 

The chief guest for the event was Each element is characterized by relentless hard work done by students 
Mrs. Niharika Nigam, Director, and different strengths and tendencies. and their mentors for presenting such a 
Business Development – Jumpin Zodiacs have a strong influence on one's message oriented programme. The 
Heights. personality, character and emotion. programme culminated with the 

The programme commenced with Each zodiac was represented by famous National Anthem.

DELHI Public School, confidence.
Nashik is showcasing their The chief guests Mr 
annual days in an absolute Shankar Lal Meena - IRS, 
unique manner. Principal Commissioner of 
Every grade has chosen Income Tax and Mr. 
different themes and has Mahesh Londhe -IRS 
woven their scripts Assistant Commissioner of 
accordingly. Income Tax graced the 

Grade XI and XII put up occasion with their 
a show based on the presence. Mr. Shankar Lal 
famous movie- The Sound Meena appreciated the 
of Music on 7 th December efforts of the students. He 
2018. further explained the 
It was a musical play and students about the 
students got the importance of discipline in 
opportunity to showcase one's life. 
their hidden talents to a He advised students to 
wonderful audience. avoid excessive use of 

The evening was full of mobile phones. He also 
music, dance and drama. It told the students to seek 
was a good opportunity for for correct information 
the students to overcome provided by the media. It 
their fears and develop was an enjoyable evening.

Zodiac – The Belt of Life

Musical Melody
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DURING the annual day celebration were full of praises for the students. 
week, the students of different grades The Chief Guest impressed upon the 
performed based on different themes. participation of women and their 

The students of standard 9 contribution and compromises in social 
presented amazing eye-opener and national context. 
performances on “Stree” the “Lady”. Respected principal ma'am Dr. 
Students presented different Pushpy Dutt was the source of 
dimensions of a Lady and her inspiration and support for success of 
participation throughout her life. this program without whose 

This depicted gender discrimination contribution this achievement was 
and her rights and responsibilities. The This performance gave all unthinkable. 
performance was a balanced mix of participants confidence and conviction A colorful and musical evening apart 
Dance, Music and Acting which was to face life. from being entertaining it also 
well presented by every participating The Chief Guest for the program, conveyed effective and impactful 
student. Ms. Medha Gode and Ms. Kirti Datar message to the audience.

Stree 

THE Annual Cultural Different skits and dances 
programme of grade 3 representing different states 
students was base don the like Kerala, West Bengal, 
theme “Folklore”. The Rajasthan and Himachal 
traditional beliefs, customs, Pradesh were performed and 
and stories of a community, presented.
passed through the The Chief Guest Ms. Ulka 
generations byword of Gupta the famous Film &amp; 
mouth. Television actress appreciated 

This topic made the the performances of the 
children aware about students, teachers and 
different traditions, customs management and recalled her 
of different religions etc and own school days. Principal Dr. 
thus inculcated the feeling of Pushpy Dutt congratulated 
team-spirit and Unity in the students and the teachers 
Diversity, which India is all for their overwhelming 
about. performances.

Folklore for grade three of DPS

~mobr EH$ AZ_mob h¡, Omo H$moB© ~mob¡ Om{Z, [h`o VamOy Vm¡{bHo$, 
V~ _wI ~mha Am{ZŸ&

Such were the insightful words of our great saint Kabira. 
The Grade VI annual Cultural programme was based on the 
theme “KABIR.” The drama based on the life of Kabir was 
presented by the students, along with his poems and dohas. 

These dohas influence our personality, character and 
emotions. His dohas depict daily life situations and teach us 
how to be happy in day to day life and to give up lust and 
desires.
The Chief Guest Ms. Pratibha Sonawane in her appreciation 
congratulated the students, teachers and management for 
the vibrant and classic programme. 

Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt congratulated the students and 
the team for their appealing performances. 

Razzmatazz with Kabir
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DPS Nashik celebrated its Sixth Annual Day “Ujjaas” on 
Thursday, the 13th December 2018 amidst great zest, 
vibrancy and elation. Annual function is the most important 
event in the school calendar. The event was presented by 
the Grade VIII students. The chief guest for the event was 
Dr. Madhuri Milind Kirloskar and the Guest of Honour was 
Dr. Milind Kirloskar. 

The programme commenced with the lighting of the 
ceremonial lamp by the Hon'ble Chief Guest. Dr. Madhuri 
Kirloskar and the Guest of Honour, Dr. Milind Kirloskar 
escorted by the Principal, Dr. Pushpy Dutt. 

The Cultural programme was based on the theme 
'Navras”. The nine emotions in a human being were 
depicted through various dances and skit. The nine 
emotions were Shringar, Hasya, Raudra, Karun, Vibhatsya, 
Bhayanak, Veer, Adbhut and Shant. 

The Chief Guest Dr. Madhuri Kirloskar appreciated the 
students, teachers and management for a classic 
programme presented. 

She stated that she felt highly honoured and elated to 
have visited DPS Nashik. She lauded the theme and the 
relentless hard work done by students and their mentors for 
presenting such a beautiful programme.

Navras

THE Annual Cultural programme of Grade VII of Delhi Public 
School Nashik was based on the theme 'Mohini and 
Bhashmasur'. 

The programme commenced with the lighting of the 
ceremonial lamp by the dignitaries. The destruction of 
Bhashmasur who had acquired a boon from Lord Shiva to 
be able to turn anyone to ashes, if he placed his hand on 
the person's head was depicted through a dance-drama. 

Having acquired the boon Bhashmasur then set out to 
destroy the Gods, but was outplayed by Vishnu in the form 
of Mohini, a beautiful dancer.
The Chief Guest Dr. Ashwini Kumar R. Bhardwaj a 
behavioural Psychologist appreciated the students, teachers 
and management for presenting a classic programme. He 
stated that he felt highly honored to have visited DPS 
Nashik. 

He appreciated DPS for implementing the 
interdependence among students and inculcating life skills, 
values in an interesting way.

He admired the theme and the relentless hard work 
done by students and their mentors for presenting such a 
beautiful programme. 

The Director Mr. Siddharth Rajgharia and the Principal, 
Dr. Pushpy Dutt were overwhelmed by the performances of 
the students.

Mohiniattum

ANNUAL Function for Grade 5 was ' Unity in Diversity' as the 
students was organized by Delhi students presented glimpses of the 
Public School, Nashik on 18 rich culture from Thailand , Russia, 
December,2018. The platform Japan , Spain and Africa. 
bestowed on each 5th grader an The programme was graced by the 
opportunity to showcase one's talent. presence of the chief guest Advocate 

The theme for 5th grade was Kamiya Jadhav.
'Melange' diverse dances on one Backbone of the programme was 
platform. The students moved honourable Principal madam Dr. 
rhythmically on the tunes of Pushpy Dutt whose inspiration 
Flamenco, Thousand Hands, Fan surpassed among the audience the 
Dance, Cossacks, Masaka Dance and message, 'Brethren without 
Kodo Drumming. Boundaries' need for a tolerant and 

The basic idea behind the theme healthy society, with conviction.

Melange
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THIS year the Sixth Annual Day The theme was depicted through a 
Celebrations of DPS Nashik was beautiful blend of skit and dance 
conducted based on various themes presentation swhich included tales of 
amidst great zest, vibrancy and elation. Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, 
The entire Grade 2 participated whole Rumpelstiltskin and Red Riding Hood. 
heartedly towards the success of this The entire skit was introduced by 
grand event. The triumph was possible Evilina, daughter of a witch, who 
by the relentless efforts of our Principal wanted to become good like Snow 
– Dr. Pushpy Dutt. white, Aurora, Rapunzel, Hansel, Gretel, 

The esteemed Guest of Honour for Anna and Elsa. In the end Evilina was counsellor in are nowned institution.
the Grade 2 Annual day celebration was inspired to become good and helpful The Cultural programme for Grade 2 
Mrs. Sunita Samanth, who works as a like the other fairyland characters.was based on the Theme – Fairy Tales. 

Fairy tales in reality – Grade 2 of DPS

SOCIAL problem very adversely development. 
affect our society. One of the major The Chief Guest Dr. Mrs. Afsaneh 
effects is that our harmony is Farooq Motiwala vice principal of 
disturbed in the society and there is Motiwala Homeopathic Medical 
hostility and suspicion. College and Hospital Nashik graced 

These also result in large-scale the occasion and was besieged with 
social dissatisfaction and create the performances of the students, 
suffering and misery. To showcase efforts taken by the teachers and the 
one such theme grade four students management for making the 
of Delhi Public School Nashik programme a classic presentation on 
participated for the Annual Day the issues. 
based on social issues. She expressed how happy she 

Different social issues like was witnessing the young children 
pollution, corruption child presenting the acts so beautifully. 
education, child labour and Director Mr. Siddharth Rajgarhia and 
superstitious beliefs were presented Principal Dr. Mrs. Pushpy Dutt 
in the form of skit and dances. These congratulated the students and the 
issues were presented as it hampers teachers on the final upshot of the 
the nations' progress and performances.

Social Issues
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IT was like Disney Land in DPS. The reverberated in the entire theatre with 
stage was set, lights were on and the enough foot tapping and applause doing 
audience was keyed up to see the justice to the entire show.
performance of their little ones. The Chief Guest Dr. Sheetal 

With sheer cuteness loaded all over Deshmukh was awestruck by the 
the open air theatre of Delhi Public impeccable performance showcased by 
School Nashik the tiny tots of Prep & our little ones and was superlative in 
Nursery put up a wonderful show and her appreciation for the entire team of 
enthralled their proud parents. The theme “Disney Land”, the well- DPS Nashik. She congratulated Principal 

In a colourful display of befitting coordinated events held the audience in Dr. Pushpy Dutt for all the beautiful 
costumes, the tiny darlings sang, awe as one by one the items unfolded efforts taken by her and her team to 
danced, played and acted on stage. onstage. The enthusiasm and energy conceptualize this endearing program.

Disney Land

GRADE 1 students of DPS Nashik, called as 'Bharat or Bharatvarsh' after 
celebrated its annual Day with avery his name.
innovative theme Abhigyan The chief guest for the event Dr. 
Shakuntalam. The young children Kavish Mehta, who is a practicing 
depicted a 'Dance Drama' on the Neonatologist in Nashik, was very 
birth of Shakuntala and her astonished with the presentation of 
multifaceted life showcasing her the little students. 
marriage with King Dushyanta, He also in his speech mentioned 
birthof Bharata, their separation due parents that a child imitates his 
to the curse of a rishi and the parents, so act wisely. He emphasized 
irreunion. on reducing the mobile usage at such 

It ended with the contemplation an important cognitive age. 
that this brave boy Bharatha became Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt and the 
a powerful and generous king and Director Mr. Siddharth Rajgarhia were 
later known as the bravest of all very contented to see all the annual 
kings. days which passed with great 

And from then onwards India was performances of the children.

Abhigyan Shakuntalam
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IT is the tongue that has strength, Time snatches every moment you cast 
For it can shatter a heart to any length. astray.
It is the epitome of deception; And the warmth of life that every second 
The words it utters can cause an kindles,
implosion. Will be robbed by time, making it 

And you are left stranded in the winds of Every word that escapes its prison, dwindle.
destinyWill only look at you in derision,
Without a golden chance to escape its As you try to capture it yet again, Call trust an ornate chalice
mutiny.Hopelessly, always in vain. Of glass, sensitive to malice.
Beaten by luck and bleeding with A syllable uttered not well thought, Beware you, for it easily shatters,
wounds of regret,Will crumble and fissure a heart a lot. Fissures form under pressuring matters.
You are remorseful of the chance you will But no word or tone can heal, If it ruptures, never to return,
never get.The agony that the heart and mind feel. It will ignite agony in your heart to burn.

Yet words from a mind that is pensive Oh! If you are inept to fix it like a jigsaw,
There's only one law to which time must Work like magic; they have a lot to give. Then its shrapnel would skin you raw.
abide,So a word is both malignant and Even if you fix it together with your soul,
A second follows another, side by side.virtuous, Remember that cracks and cripples can 
Cry out loud, pleading with tears,Thinking a little is never superfluous. never be whole.
But time will stand fast to what it The chalice of trust is fragile but ornate,
adheres.When fortune herself has drawn her to And it holds in it a relation's fate.
Call time a disloyal, adamant monarch,you, So keep your trust healthy and strong,
But you'll never, ever, leave a mark.It is a moment gilded, that is true. For you can bank upon it lifelong.
And if upon the distant past you stray,On you is bestowed Tyche's benediction,
Time will slowly, painfully erode you Why do you waste it in the sin of Words, if used pensively,
away.procrastination? Opportunities, if grabbed at perfectly,
A moment wasted is a moment stolenThe mind is blind to this gift, Time, if honoured respectfully,
Away from your lifetime golden,As the currents of indecision flow swift And trust if maintained duly,
By time, who will obliterate it,In it, as it ponders for a bit, Are bridges to traverse the frontier
Never to return to your life while it's lit.If it should go ahead and grab it. That is life; But remember, keep this 
And in knowledge of this crude law,But by this hour the opportunity clear,
Don't delay, and make no flaw.disappeared, If disrespected in haste, you must learn:
Beware, never procrastinate, never while Leaving you no door to escape the fate They will never return... 
it away,feared. Harsh Sharma, > XII-C

They Will 
Never Return...

HOW the education system in our owing to stress and competition. Experience it in physical reality as one 
country has proceeded since ages, is The sooner it is brought into practice, speaks. Scientifically, it has been 
past, not something to ponder over the more benefit one can reap out of proven to shift paradigms faster than 
now. However one needs to focus on it. any other means. 
the new and upcoming. It is time for Next pertinent question, how does It definitely gives an individual's 
knowledge and education to be more one start? It is imperative to begin dreams a kick start on their way to 
about affirmations than doubts, more affirmation with a simple statement, shaping up in the future. Students 
about erudition than competition. which can be anything ranging and from all around the world have given a 
Let's look into this one step at a time. depending on what one wants. positive feedback and link affirmations 

What is really affirmation? How Remember, to affirm in the present to mindfulness. 
can an individual use it to his benefit? tense: The more realistic it feels, the It might be a little difficult to begin 
Plainly speaking, an affirmation is a more closer to reality it gets. with, however once brought into 
short statement made in a positive For example; “I am so grateful practice, it can alter one's life in the 
way, effectively in present tense. NOW that I scored such-and-such exact way one AFFIRMS it would. 
It's basically a reminder, an update for marks in my 12th boards.” As simple So what is the wait for? Just go 
one's thought patterns. The point as that. One must practice affirming ahead and realize your goal in the 
being, it can be used to alter and instil before one goes to sleep and after dimension of reality. 
a very positive change in a student's waking up, because that's when it is Happy Affirming!
mind, specifically in higher classes most effective. Anoushka Shukla, XII-C> 

Affirmation –The Need Of The Hour
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Field Visit To Air Force Station, Borgad

ON 26th September 2018, the Force Station, Borgad 
students of Pre-Nursery, motivated the students to 
Nursery and Prep of Delhi explore the venue and learn 
Public School, Nashik were new things. 
taken for a field visit to an Air Safety measures and 
Force Station in Borgad. precautions were explained to 

The objective of this activity the students using placards and 
was to give the kids an signboards and questions put 
opportunity to explore the forth the same. 
different venues at the Airforce The students progressively 
Station. It was also organised to created explanations and 
make them understand that the answers for each question 
Airforce aims to fly, fight and which was asked to them. 
win in Air, Space and Refreshments were served and 
Cyberspace. projection images of the 
It was explained to the children missiles were shown on the LCD 
that the Airforce has aeroplanes to the students. The Field visit 
to protect the nation. was very informative and the 

The field visit to the Air children enjoyed it a lot.

GRADE IX students of Delhi Public students to understand the sources The students were amazed to know 
School, Nashik visited the Coin of learning and studying history. about the four Coin Minters in India: 
Museum. Trained researchers The museum showcases a large Mumbai with a symbol of diamond, 
specialised in different numismatic number of coins, bronze statues, Delhi with a symbol of s rounded 
periods delivered a brief account of terracotta pots, ancient jewellery dot, Hyderabad with a symbol of a 
the artifacts used in the early etc. star and Kolkata with no symbol. 
medieval, medieval and late It also includes three models The visit offered the students an 
medieval period to the students. which demonstrate the evolution of insight to discover the rich hidden 

This information helped the mint from manual to mechanical. heritage of India.

Coins: A Way 
To Understand 
Indian Heritage
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GRADE VIII students of Delhi Public During reign of Sambhaji, spirit and love for nature and heritage. 
School, Nashik visited the old Aurangzeb came to Maharashtra with They could also relate the history of 
inheritance of the city Ramshej Fort the motive to destroy Hindu Swarajya the fort and the purpose for its 
which is situated 10 kms away. completely, The Mughals thought it constructions. Students were sensitized 

The field trip was carried out as a would be the easiest to conquer towards our architectural heritage. 
heritage walk under the aegis of Ramshej fort but proved to be a hard Overall it was a breath taking 
Dharohar, the INTACH club. Ramshej nut to crack. experience for the students and the 
means Lord Ram's bedstead. While in Students trekked to the fort and teacher visiting historic Ramshej fort 
exile, Lord Ram had made this place as visited the Ram mandir which is on the which improves physical health, tows 
his residence for some time, which way towards the fort which helped in the mental stress and develops 
gives the fort its name. developing leadership qualities, team confidence of the students.

Heritage 
Walk to 

Ramshej Fort 
Of Dipsites

Heritage 
Walk to 

Ramshej Fort 
Of Dipsites

GRADE VII students along with their while climbing more than 400 steps to of Balbhadra written by King 
teachers of Delhi Public School, Nashik reach the caves. Chandrasena. 
visited the beautiful Chambharleni caves After reaching at the top they Students were also enlightened 
on Saturday, September 22. witnessed astonishing temples and about the seven Balbhadras and their 
The caves are believed to be in presence black stone carved statues of Jain lives. The peaceful environs and pure air 
since 3 rd century AD. It is a religious Tirthankars. refreshed the students and the teachers. 
site for the Digambar Jain community, Students were mesmerized with the Students conveyed a big thank you to 
salvation place of Balbhadra which is striking 360 degree panoramic view of their teachers and Principal Dr. Pushpy 
situated 6 km away from Nashik the surroundings. Students read two Dutt for such an exciting visit to 
Students experienced exciting journey Prashasthis which were written in praise Chambhar Leni.

Enthralling 
Chambhar 
Leni Visit 

Of Dipsites
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EVERY student is often faced with the Lucknow entity, Mr. Anupam interests which define one's personality. 
question of 'what's next?' in his or her Raghuvanshi. This was followed by an interactive 
life. To ensure that our students are not He enlightened the students with dialogue session with the students. 
caught off guard and are aware of the some insightful real-life experiences, After clearing a few career-related 
latest career options, DPS, Nashik stressing on discovering one's talent, doubts, Mr. Anupam instilled a feeling of 
conducted a career counselling session realising abilities and enhancing skills. empowerment in the students. The 
for the students of Std. X, XI and XII. This Being a firm believer of identifying one's session will surely assist the students to 
reverberating session was conducted by goals and interests, Mr. Anupam make better and innovative career 
the renowned counsellor and an IIM introduced the students to seven types of decisions.

ON 1st September 2018 a workshop on classroom scenario. Adolescents" for teachers of Grade VII 
"Introduction to Learning Disability" The teachers were asked to identify to XII. 
was conducted for the teachers of such students and take measures to Twenty two teachers attended the 
Grade I to VI at DPS Nashik. give them complete school support session and discussed the problems 

It began with an activity which with the help of the School Counsellor. faced by adolescent students and the 
involved the teachers to write 5 The session worked as an eye opener as techniques to deal with it. Teachers 
sentences about themselves with the it widened the knowledge and were briefed about the serious impacts 
non-preferred hand (i.e. right-handed awareness of teachers regarding this of corporal punishment on the 
teachers would write with their left sensitive subject. academic development of students. 
hand and vice-versa). The handwriting Adolescence is a transitional stage of Different case references and examples 
was then analysed and discussed to physical and psychological were shown to teachers to better 
understand the complexities faced by a development in a child's life. It is a very handle the students at this age. The 
child with dyslexia. sensitive period for a child as the child session also focussed on 'No Touch 

The workshop also included a goes through a lot of hormonal and Policy' and addressed the importance 
reading activity which focussed on the emotional changes. Keeping this in of the state of mind of teachers while 
problems faced by an LD (Learning mind, DPS Nashik conducted an they are dealing with high school 
Disability) child while reading in a informative session on “Dealing with students.

Informative Workshops Help To Handle 
Dyslexia & The Onset Of Adolescence

Career Guidance By Mr. Anupam Raghuvanshi


